Warranty terms for scales

We offer a full range of precision scales and weighing equipment specifically designed for the food processing industry. Characterized by robust and compact designs, Marel scales are proven to perform extremely fast, accurately and reliably in some of the world’s harshest working conditions.

Our scales require minimal maintenance and are capable of enduring decades of daily use. We are so confident in the durability of our scales that we now offer up to seven-year warranty for some models.

**Warranty terms for M1100, M2200 and M2400 Bench scales:**

For this specific weighing scale the warranty period of 12 months as described in Marel’s general terms and conditions of sale is extended to 84 months (based upon 8 hours a day and 5 days a week operation). It is specifically noted that the warranty exclusions and other warranty provisions described in Marel’s general terms and conditions of sale fully apply for this weighing scale and during this extended warranty period.

If Marel ceases production of this weighing scale or in the event of a significant price increase of spare parts for this weighing scale, this warranty shall be terminated 1 year from announcement thereof.

This warranty is only valid for a complete scale GR3351, not accessories related to the scale.

**Warranty terms for M1100, M2200 and M2400 Marine scales:**

For this specific weighing scale the warranty period of 12 months as described in Marel’s general terms and conditions of sale is extended to 48 months (based upon 8 hours a day and 5 days a week operation). It is specifically noted that the warranty exclusions and other warranty provisions described in Marel’s general terms and conditions of sale fully apply for this weighing scale and during this extended warranty period.

If Marel ceases production of this weighing scale or in the event of a significant price increase of spare parts for this weighing scale, this warranty shall be terminated 1 year from announcement thereof.

This warranty is only valid for a complete scale GR3352, not accessories related to the scale.